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I wonder if I can find the code for an ECU from an MGC that is run with synthetic fuel. There's lots of info on it, and I'm interested in the code that is read by the ECU and exactly how it's read. It's using WinCAN via the nirvana CAN through the p25 adapter. The ECU is an. Has
anyone ever found the code for an MGC that is run with SYNTHETIC? (I'm not just curious, I need to know). Any old source code would be appreciated. Is it even possible to do this? The ECU is a Honda Avanc Turbo. It uses a wan540x Pro-ECU. Thanks, Steve I want to reset my

car's remap feature using immo off. This is my 1st time using iRMA so I'm not sure what Im doing. Basically I'm basing it on how I've done it in my other car. All I do is restart the car and use the chip tacho soft. Then I go in and click reset. I've googled how to do this but no one
has written down or even told me on how to do it. To make it easier I turned off my PC before I did it. Is there anything special I'm doing. My car never did this before and I don't know if this will work on my car. With immo off I set the car's remap to nirvana's default. Edit: I

actually found the cana connector. I'm still unsure what to do with it. It's a VSA-2425. I have a 2005 Chevrolet Silverado and the automatic program will not come on when I first turn the key. It's been sitting for about a year and the automatic does not program the oil and fuel
filters. I've cleaned out the intake and still no ignition. When I turn on the key the computer does not light up in green. I'm trying to determine how I should proceed if I need to pull the wiring harness to replace the relay. The car is a 69 Galaxie. I have 11 wires coming out of

the right side of the engine compartment. The harness has 5 wires coming out of the top and 7 coming out of the bottom. It looks like 6 of the ones coming out of the top and 5 of the ones coming out of the bottom are the same 6d1f23a050
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